In this paper, we investigate theoretically the potential of a nanoelectromechanical suspended beam resonator excited by two-external frequencies as a hardware random number generator (HRNG). This system exhibits robust chaos, which is usually required for practical applications of chaos. Taking advantage of the robust chaotic oscillations we consider the beam position as a possible random variable and perform tests to check its randomness. The beam position collected at fixed time intervals is used to create a set of values that is a candidate for a random sequence of numbers. To determine how close to a random sequence this set is we perform several known statistical tests of randomness. The performance of the random sequence in the simulation of two relevant physical problems, the random walk and the Ising model, is also investigated. An excellent overall performance of the system as a random number generator is obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Random numbers are required in many practical applications such as cryptography for secure data storage or communications [1, 2] and simulations of stochastic processes [3] . Some applications may rely upon the use of pseudo-random numbers, generated by deterministic algorithms, while others, may require real random numbers generated by hardware random number generators (HRNGs) (or physical random number generators) based on fundamental physical processes.
Independently of its source of generation, a sequence of values is defined as random if the numbers composing it have the same statistical properties observed in an infinite random sequence [4] . Among such properties, we can highlight, the homogeneity in the distribution of values and its mutual independence, i.e. each number in the sequence has a value completely uncorrelated with those already present and with those that still will be included [5] . Although the task of defining what is a random sequence is quite simple, to determine if a given set of numbers can be classified as truly random is not. In fact, this is an unsolvable problem, because there is no finite set of tests capable of determining if a sequence of values is genuinely random. Instead, tests applied in a sequence can only disqualify it as a truly random set of values.
To artificially generate random numbers we can use deterministic algorithms that can produce sequences with the desirable statistical properties. Those algorithms are examples of pseudo-random number generators (PRNGs). However, no matter how good the algorithm can be, all of them display a failure: after a certain number of values generated the sequence repeats itself. The amount of non-repeated numbers is the period of the generator and in a good PRNG it must be as long as possible. However, sometimes even a generator displaying very long periods and passing by several statistical tests could still fail when used in some other application. One example of such a case was reported by Ferrenberg et. al. [6] , who demonstrated that a wellknown and tested PRNG still kept enough correlation among the values produced and failed when used to simulate the Ising model.
In practice, for applications in HRNGs, some phenomena producing real random variables are extremely hard to control and therefore to be used to generate a random sequence. Some of these phenomena are the radioactive decay process [7] , time arrival of particles in the atmosphere brought by cosmic rays [8] and thermal noise [9] . However, alternative physical sources of randomness can be used. For instance, HRNGs have been implemented using jitter noise of clock signals and metastability in circuits [10] [11] [12] or thermal or shot noises obtained from analog electronic circuits [13, 14] .
Since the work of Ulam and von Neumann [15] , a new class of methods, based upon systems displaying a chaotic dynamics, was tested as PRNGs and, more recently, implemented in HRNGs. Because such systems have a strong dependence on the initial condition and their evolution is usually quite erratic they could be excellent candidates to emulate a random process. Also, because a chaotic motion is, by definition, non-periodical, we should not have any concern about the repetition of values. Simple iteration equations (maps) are among the dynamical systems that can exhibit chaos. Their usefulness as a PRNG was positively confirmed, for instance, for the logistic map [16] by Phatak and Suresh [17] . Similar results were also observed for other kinds of maps [18] . HRNGs based upon different maps have been implemented in the form of electronic circuits.
Continuous time chaotic signals (flows) can also be used as a physical source of randomness. Electronic circuits based upon Chen's systems, LC based chaotic oscillators and jerk circuits have been implemented and tested successfully [19] . Another class of relevant physical systems that can display chaos are micro/nanoelectromechanical (MEMS/NEMS) resonators [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
MEMS/NEMS are generally considered as electromechanical alternatives to purely electronic circuits. Their advantages over electronic devices usually are their small size and low power consumption. Due to their smallness they can also achieve very high frequencies of oscillation [26] . For many applications, like in mobile communications, these are very important features. For this reason MEMS/NEMS resonators in many different configurations have been investigated as sources of chaotic signals [23] [24] [25] .
As it is the case for most of known continuous chaotic systems, chaos in the investigated MEMS/NEMS resonators is expected to be fragile. That means, any changes in the system parameters may cease the oscillations in the chaotic regime [27] . In the relevant parameter space, regions of chaos are intermingled with those of periodic behavior or other attractors, such as the escape to infinity. It was verified in Refs. [20, 22, 28] that chaos is fragile in suspended beam MEMS/NEMS resonators in the most usual configurations and operational conditions. However, for practical applications, robust chaos is generally required [27, 29] . Robust chaos is defined by the persistence of the chaotic attractor as the parameters of the system vary [27] . Fortunately, Gusso et. al. [22] have demonstrated that a doubly clamped suspended beam resonators with two lateral electrodes exhibit robust chaos when actuated by two AC voltages with distinct frequencies. The system thus becomes a strong candidate as a source of randomness.
Our goal in this paper is to investigate the potential of this particular NEMS resonator as a HRNG. We organized our manuscript as follows. In Section II, we will define the system and the model for its dynamics, as well as the approximation involved to obtain a proper equation of motion describing it. Section III is used to discuss how we collect a series of values and compose a sequence that will have its randomness evaluated. In Section IV, we apply a series of tests divided into two categories: the statistical ones and the physical ones, where we used a set of numbers obtained for a particular point of the space parameter for which the dynamic is chaotic. Section V will be devoted to evaluate what happens with other points of the parameter space where the set of values obtained has not a good performance. Also, in this section, we propose a method to improve the generation of random numbers through a shuffle protocol. Finally, in Section VI the conclusions are presented as well as possible extensions to our work.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section we briefly review the physical and mathematical model of the system. More details can be found in Refs. [21, 22] . For the purpose of the numerical simulations, we are going to consider a realistic NEMS resonator. We consider the beam to have a constant rectangular cross-section of thickness h and width b along its length l, Fig. 1 . We also consider a slender beam (large l/h ratio) with homogeneous and isotropic elastic properties (a constant Young modulus). Regardless of the boundary conditions, such a system could be modeled by the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory [30] .
However, because in the chaotic regime a beam clamped at both ends can be subject to large transverse displacements, compared to its thickness, it is mandatory to include the effect of the mid-plane stretching [26] . It is responsible for a nonlinear hardening effect on the elastic restoring force. The electrostatic force due to the applied voltages V 1 (t) and V 2 (t) through the electrode gaps is modeled considering that the beam suffers a small bending, Fig. 1 . This is justified whenever the beam vibrates in its lowest order modes and with amplitudes that are small compared to its length. This is the case in our system since the amplitudes are limited by the gaps of dimension d which are going to satisfy d ≪ l. In this case, the beam can be assumed as piece-wise plane and the electrostatic force can be approximated as that between two parallel plates along each infinitesimal segment of the beam. Finally, we also assume, as usually done, that dissipation occurs due to a viscous damping, proportional to the local velocity of the beam. Nonlinear damping is generally expected in such systems [31] [32] [33] however, so far, most of the models of dissipation can only be applied to systems vibrating periodically and we ignore them here.
Considering all the above assumptions, the partial differential equation modeling the system results to be [20, 21] 
In this equation w(x, t) corresponds to the vertical displacement along the beam, comprised between x = 0 and x = l, and subject to the boundary conditions w(0, t) = w(l, t) = w ′ (0, t) = w ′ (l, t) = 0. The overdots and primes represent derivatives with respect to time (t), and space (x), respectively. E denotes the Young modulus, I = bh 3 /12 the geometric moment of inertia, ρ the beam density, A = bh its cross-sectional area, c corresponds to the linear damping coefficient, ǫ 0 = 8.85 × 10 −12 F/m corresponds to the vacuum permittivity. In Eq. (1), the first two terms correspond to the elastic and inertia terms of the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and the third term to the viscous damping. The term proportional to w ′′ corresponds to the nonlinear restoring force due to the mid-plane stretching. The last term gives the contribution of the electrostatic force.
We do not solve Eq. (1) directly. Instead, we work with a reduced order model with a single degree of freedom. It has already been shown, both theoretically and experimentally, that the nonlinear and chaotic dynamics of a beam or a string driven by frequencies close to that of a given mode can be very well described using a reduced order model that includes only this mode of vibration [34] [35] [36] . We consider only the first mode because actual devices usually operate at the first resonant mode since it provides the best performance for excitation and read-out of the oscillations [37] . The reduced order model is obtained, applying the Galerkin method [26] to Eq. (1). We approximate w by w(x, t) = u(t)φ 1 (x), where φ 1 (x) denotes the base function which corresponds to the first mode-shape of a doubly clamped beam described mathematically by the Euler-Bernoulli equation, given by the first two terms in Eq. (1). Using the orthonormality of the mode-shapes and performing a suitable change of variables we obtain the following non-dimensional nonlinear ordinary differential equation (for more details on the derivation see Refs. [20, 21] )
In this equation the variable s = s(τ ) can be understood as the approximate non-dimensional displacement of the beam at the position of maximal amplitude. It is related to w by s(τ ) = w max (τ )/d where w max (τ ) = w(x = 0.5l, τ ) corresponds to the maximum beam displacement that occurs at the beam center. The time derivatives are now with respect to the non-dimensional time τ = t/ω 0 , where ω 0 denotes the natural frequency of the first mode. The cubic non-linearity term is simply α = 0.719(d/h) 2 . The damping factor β is related to the quality factor Q simply by β = Q −1 . The last term corresponds to the electrostatic force, given by
where B = 0.609ǫ 0 bl/(k ef f d 3 ), with k ef f = 384EI/l 3 denoting the effective elastic constant of the beam. To circumvent the time consuming numerical calculation of the integrals in F e what we have been doing [20, 21] to solve Eq. (2) numerically in an efficient manner is to replace I e by a suitable approximate function of the form
The coefficients a i assume the values a 0 = 0.829700, a 1 = 1.521728, a 2 = 0.389925, and a 3 = −0.104225, and result in an accuracy of 0.6% compared to the numerical evaluation of the integrals over the range −0.7 ≤ s ≤ 0.7, which is the relevant range of s in the numerical solution of Eq. (2).
In order to obtain robust chaotic dynamics, the resonators are actuated by DC and AC voltages. A constant voltage bias, V DC , is applied between the beam and both lateral electrodes. It is the main responsible for changing the effective potential felt by the beam. For small V DC , the system has a single-well potential. However, as it increases, a double-well can form. The electrodes are also excited by alternate signals superposed to the DC voltage. In order to have robust chaos the alternate signals must have distinct frequencies [22] and we take
We have considered that the AC voltages applied to the two electrodes have the same amplitude and phase, just in order to decrease the number of free parameters. However, the normalized frequencies of excitation can be different. In what follows we assume that the normalized frequencies ζ 1 and ζ 2 are related by ζ 2 = ζ 1 /r = ζ/r, where r denotes the ratio between the two frequencies.
The results and analysis presented in the following sections were obtained for a NEMS resonator we have already considered in previous works [22, 33] . It has length l = 5 µm, width b = 800 nm, thickness h = 50 nm, and gaps with d = 150 nm. We note that similar results are expected for both larger (MEMS) or smaller devices [21] . The resonator is assumed to be made of silicon whose Young modulus is E = 170 GPa and the density ρ = 2.3 × 10 3 kg m −3 .
III. GENERATING PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBERS
As observed in Refs. [21, 22, 28] the equation of motion [Eq. (2)] can present three different kinds of dynamical behavior: (i) a periodic motion with a single or multiple periods; (ii) a pull-in regime, which is an unstable solution corresponding to a situation where the beam collides with the fixed electrodes and (iii) a chaotic regime of oscillation. The regimes (i) and (iii) are identified by the values taken by the maximum Lyapunov exponent λ. In the first situation we have λ < 0 and for the chaotic regime this exponent is necessarily positive [38] .
Since we are interested in the generation of pseudorandom numbers, it is the chaotic regime that is relevant to us. The random numbers are associated with the displacements of the beam. Such displacements can be experimentally obtained in many different ways, for instance as changes in the capacitance or using strain gauges [26] . The main idea is to search within the space parameter (V AC , V DC , ζ) a region in which chaotic dynamics can be obtained. As discussed in [22] , the proposed system displays robust chaos, i.e. we have a large and continuous domain of points in the space parameter where we can find λ > 0. Following the ideas of Phatak & Suresh and P-H. Lee et. al. [17, 39] , used to analyze the randomness in logistic maps, we will generate sets of numbers collecting the position of the oscillating beam periodically, with the resonator operating in a chaotic regime obtained for parameters rendering the largests positive values for the Lyapunov exponent.
In what follows we study the generation of random numbers for the resonator operating with V AC = 0.4 V, V DC = 17.5 V and ζ = 0.41 with the ratio between the frequencies being r = √ 2. Results for other sets of parameters are going to be discussed in Section V. Equation (2) is numerically solved and we collect the values for the beam position s in times that are multiples of a certain period T . We have considered T = 1.4(2π/ζ), where the factor 1.4 was shown to result in more evenly distributed values of s. We have observed that, in general, sampling the beam position at periods that are multiple of neither the two excitation frequencies favors the generation of good random numbers. With this procedure we obtained a set of values {s} = {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , ...} spread over a non-symmetrical domain. The relative distribution of {s} obtained in this manner is shown in Fig. 2 . A very distinctive feature of this distribution is that there is a large central region with a quite homogeneous probability. This is in sharp contrast with the distribution of the collected physical variable of other sources of randomness which tend, in the best case, to follow a Gaussian distribution. An ideal source of randomness would have a perfectly homogeneous (or flat) probability distribution of the measured physical parameter. We can thus take advantage of the existence of this more evenly distributed values of s and accept as the initial set of random values the region within {s} that presents best 
To obtain our final set of values, which we will investigate if can or cannot qualify as a genuine collection of random numbers, we used a delay in order to eliminate any residue of correlations among our set of values since they were generated from the positions of an equation of motion, and therefore they probably keep some correlation among them. This procedure is the same already employed with impressive results in Ref. [17] for the logistic map. It is performed by taking from the set {s} only those values separated by an integer τ , which is the "delay", obtaining a sub-set {s 1 τ } = {s 1 , s 1+τ , s 1+2τ , ...} and performing the linear mapping to the interval [0, 1], we get {x 1 τ } = {x 1 , x 1+τ , ...}. Unlike the authors in Ref. [17] , where they just tested different values for τ , we implement a particular method to get the best choice for this parameter. We consider the χ 2 approach, which is a measure to determine how good a set of values is in order to obtain a flat distribution between [0, 1]. Certainly, this is a mandatory property for random numbers generated in this interval. Our study concludes that for values above τ = 12, we get a distribution sufficiently close to a flat one.
In the next section, we are going to detail the tests performed over this sample of values intending to determine how close to real random numbers they are. It is important to comment that the problem concerning if a set of numbers can or cannot be called random is a question without a solution. Strictly speaking, there is no finite number of tests capable of vouching for a particular set. Instead, those tests are useful to establish if the sample does not qualify as pseudo-random numbers. There is a large number of tests that can be chosen for this purpose. In this work we will focus our attention only on those tests related to statistical properties and physical applications, since one of the most current utilization for random numbers is the numerical simulation of physical problems.
IV. RANDOMNESS TESTS
To create a set {x}, where the values x are obtained from a linear transformation made over the original numbers from the set {s} and keeping only the values separated by the delay τ could waste much computational effort if we discard the other values s. One way to circumvent this and spare us from longer calculations is composing a set of values x juxtaposing τ sets of numbers with the elements of each set separated by the delay τ ,
This set still kept the values apart, at least with a separation τ , and diminishes the correlation between consecutive values. In practical applications of the resonators, this could be easily done using a buffering system.
We performed some evaluations over these sets of numbers to prove two essential characteristics to qualify a sample as random, which are (i) high homogeneity concerning the probability to pick one of those numbers over the interval [0, 1] and (ii) low correlation among them, which implies that some sequence of values do not determine the numbers following it. Also, for a HRNG, it is expected that the cycle of random numbers should be as large as possible to avoid the repetition of numbers after a certain period. However, since our values were generated using a chaotic signal, we do not expect this to be an issue because the generated numbers do not have a period.
In order to prove such properties, and other characteristics related to the random numbers, our tests will be divided in two categories: the statistical tests, which are the calculation of the probability that a particular value is located in the domain between 0 and 1, the entropy calculation for the set of numbers considering different number of bins to allocate the values, and the auto-correlation function analysis which will determine how independent those values are from each other. Also, we will test if they satisfy the central limit theorem, a result which is one of the cornerstones for the theory of probabilities, and, finally, we will use the numbers to calculate several orders of statistical moments. The second part of our tests involves the use of the samples generated from the dynamics of the resonator to perform numerical simulations in suitable and well known physical and mathematical problems, in such a way that our results can be directly compared with those already established in the literature and exact ones.
A. Probability Distribution and Entropy
Let us take from our set of random numbers N values distributed over the interval [0, 1] and group them inside small bins of equal width (of our original interval). We should expect that a genuine set of random numbers will occupy each of those bins with the same probability P (x), and if we have a set large enough, then we will arrive to equally distributed N values among the selected numbers of bins. In our case, we generate a sample {X} with 24 × 10 6 numbers, and Fig. 3 shows the frequency for those numbers using 100 bins. Strictly speaking, an exact result for random numbers should render us a frequency for all bins equal to 0.01. It is qualitatively perceivable from Fig. 3 that the frequency is almost the same for all values, excluding some minor fluctuations observed due to the finite number of values of our set. To be more precise, we need to quantify this behavior and establish how close our probability distribution is from the flat distribution obtained in an exact scenario. This comparison can be fulfilled noting that in the ideal case, as each bin will group the same number of values, the probability that some value occupies a single bin i will be exactly p i = 1/n where n is the number of bins used to group the set of values spread over some interval. A measure of how equal or not those probabilities are is attained by the concept of entropy as presented in the context of information entropy defined by Shannon [40] , where the entropy S is defined as S = − n i=1 p i ln p i . If all probabilities are the same, as should be in a real flat distribution, then p i = 1/n and therefore S = ln n. To check how flat the distribution generated by our sample is, we have separated the interval [0, 1] in several different numbers of bins, calculating the probabilities p i and the entropy S n for each case. We should expect a linear behavior between S n and ln n when the probabilities p i are equal and close enough to 1/n. The result is displayed in Fig. 4 where we compare the results between our set of numbers with the one obtained using numbers generated by the RandomReal routine from Mathematica [41]. From Fig. 4 , we can observe that for almost all values of n, except for n ∼ 10 7 , the logarithmic behavior of the entropy is found. At the same time, the results obtained using the numbers gener- ated by the RandomReal routine also suffer a deviation from the expected behavior. This fact is not related to a failure in the numbers homogeneity, but instead a simple problem of poor statistic since with n = 10 7 we have only two numbers per bin.
B. Correlation Tests
The homogeneity property is not sufficient to vouch for a set of numbers as a genuine random sequence. Actually, we could create samples using some periodic distribution of values and still get a homogeneous probability for all of them. In order to verify that this is not the case, we have also calculated the correlation among those numbers. The ideal case for random numbers is not to display correlation. This implies that averages such as x i x j , where x i and x j are two numbers from the set {X}, located at the positions i and j respectively, should obey the relation
since P (x i , x j ) = P (x i )P (x j ), because those numbers are independent from each other. In order to check how uncorrelated the numbers generated by our mechanism are, we will define the autocorrelation function C(k) as
where k corresponds to a lag which we should compute with different values. If our values are uncorrelated we should have C(k) ≡ 0, ∀k. It is clear from Fig. 5 that the auto-correlation function is consistent with the random number hypothesis since the auto-correlation function C(k) is very close to zero for a broad domain of lags considered. For comparison, we also show the results obtained using the numbers generated by the RandomReal routine [41] .
Another test designed to measure correlations is the calculation of probabilities to form tuples [42] . Consider that we transform our numbers into zeros or ones following the prescription that x i → 0, if x i ≤ 1/2 and x i → 1, otherwise. Doing so, we get a set of values like {0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, ...} from which we can calculate, for instance, the probability that two consecutive elements from this set to be (0, 0) or (0, 1) or any other combination involving a doublet. For a sequence of randomly distributed zeros and ones, we have that the probability to each doublet to appear is P = 2 −2 . Actually, we can extend the same logic to a tuple with length ω, (b 1 , b 2 , ..., b ω ), with b i = 0(1) and verify that the probability to form any combination of these tuples is P = 2 −ω . Figure 6 shows these probabilities calculated using our set of random numbers, and they follow the expected behavior of a genuine collection of random zeros and ones. For comparison, we also present the probabilities calculated from the numbers obtained by the RandomReal routine [41] . Both results coincide with minor discrepancies up to ω ≈ 14, probably due to a poor tuples statistics.
C. Central Limit Theorem
One of the cornerstones of the theory of probabilities is the central limit theorem. This theorem establishes that, under proper circumstances, summing N independent variables x i generates a new variable y = N i=1 x i in such a way that when N → ∞ then y becomes a normal distributed value. It means that the resulting variable y will follow a Gaussian (or Normal) distribution given by the expression
where µ = x is the average and σ 2 = x 2 − x 2 is the associated variance. Figure 7 shows the result for the probability distribution function considering N = 100 for the generation of each number y in the set {y i } comprised of 24 × 10 4 terms. A good coincidence between our values and the exact Gaussian form is observed. Although visual, the apparent coincidence between our result and the exact Gaussian function could be used to argue that our numbers fulfill the central limit theorem, and therefore they could be called truly random. For comparison we show the results obtained with the random numbers generated by the RandomReal routine; also in good agreement.
D. Statistical Moments
If the result on the previous subsection suggests that our numbers are compatible with the central limit theorem, a more quantitative analysis can be made through the calculation of the moments associated with these values, which are uniquely defined for a Gaussian probability distribution function. The expression for two of the nth order of these moments are given by 
The above expressions can be simplified if the set {x i } is composed by uniformly distributed numbers limited to the domain [0, 1]. In such case they result to be exactly µ n = 1 n + 1 , σ 2 n = n 2 (2n + 1)(n + 1) 2 .
(9) Figure 8 compares the moments obtained with our set {X} of N = 24 × 10 6 terms with the exact results. The left panels show the deviation (percentage) from the exact results for each one of the moments up to order n = 20. We obtained excellent results for all moments with the deviation never exceeding 0.4%. Note that our results are, for some cases, closer to those predicted by Eq. (9) than the ones obtained from the set of numbers generated by the RandomReal routine.
E. Random Walk
Since Ferrenberg et. al. [6] showed that even well tested pseudo-random generators could fail when used to simulate some physical problems, the statistical tests do not seem enough to assure that some sequences of numbers are authentically random. Although our numbers have passed so far through the statistical tests, we should employ them to simulate physical systems to verify how strong the hypothesis that such numbers are randomly distributed is. An elementary physical simulation test is the random walk used to study, for instance, diffusion processes. The random walk problem was already vastly investigated [43] and have many well-known properties for which we have exact results. We will study random walks in one-and two-dimension regular lattices, with the same step ℓ = 1 and the walker always starting from the origin. After n steps, each step perform with the same probability to any direction, the position of the walker, measured relative to the origin, is r n . Two quantities typically associated to a random walk is the average r n , which will vanish, once the walker can move with the same probability to any direction and the so-called mean square displacement given by
which means that the variance of a random walk is proportional to the square root of the number of steps. Figure 9 shows the mean squared displacement R 2 calculated for a two-dimensional walk using our set {X} of numbers and the one obtained from the RandomReal routine. We simulate 2000 walks of 10 4 steps and compare the mean square displacement, R 2 , to the number of steps to check if the linear behavior is present in our simulation. It is perceivable that up to n = 5 × 10 3 , we have a complete agreement between the exact result and the ones coming from our set of values and those generated by the RandomReal routine. However, starting from this point, our results have a more significant deviation from the expected values in comparison with the sequence provided by the RandomReal routine. Although this deviation is not big enough to disqualify our set of numbers, it may be a sign of residual correlations in the last numbers of the sequence since R 2 tend to become bigger than n, which is not the case for the numbers obtained via the RandomReal routine. Another quantity of interest for the random walk problem is how many different sites are visited by the walker after n steps. For the one-dimensional case, such value is exactly given by C 1d n = 2 2n/π [44] and approximately calculated for the two-dimensional case as C 2d n ≈ πn/ ln(8n). Figure 10 compares the results obtained with the NEMS set with the one-and two-dimensional theoretical predictions. The coincidence between numerical and analytical results in the one-dimensional case is quite remarkable. For the two-dimensional case, although minor deviations are observed, especially for large values of n, the agreement is excellent.
On the other hand, a test proposed by Vattulainen et. al. [45] to establish if a random generator fails or not is based on the behavior of a proper random walk. If we consider M walkers (all of them starting from the origin of coordinates) and take note of their position after n steps, dividing the space into four quadrants, then a good random generator should be able to produce a final result where the chance that a walk finishes in any quadrant would be simply E i = M/4. Actually, to testify in favor or against the generator we should calculate χ 2 = two-dimensional case, respectively, and for several values of steps n.
F. Ising Model
Our last test to establish how useful, or not, the NEMS set can be in order to perform calculations on random processes is going to take place in a simulation of the Ising model [46] [47] [48] . We will study first the one-dimensional case because it can be analytically solved. However, we should keep in mind that since our sample {X} is limited to N = 24 × 10 6 numbers, we can only simulate small lattice sizes from which we can obtain acceptable results.
In the one-dimensional Ising model, the only possible magnetization M without an external magnetic field is zero. However, in this case, other quantities are generally used to characterize the thermodynamical state of the system, such as the energy (E/N s ) and the heat capacity (C/N s ) per spin, both being functions of the temperature. N s is the number of spins. For the one-dimensional Ising model, these quantities are obtained exactly and given by
where β = 1/k B T , with k B being the Boltzmann constant, and J is a constant with positive value for the ferromagnetic case.
To simulate the one-and two-dimensions Ising models, we considered that each site was occupied by a spin σ i = ±1 and used the Metropolis algorithm [3] in the following way:
1. We randomly choose a site i using a number s i from our sample.
2. We switch the signal of the spin σ i and compute the energy of the system with this new configuration using the expression for the Hamiltonian without a magnetic field,
where the sum is over nearest neighbors of the site i.
3. If the computed energy is lower than the one obtained with the older configuration, we accept the spin switch. Otherwise, we pick another number p i from our sample and compare it with the probability w = exp(−β∆E), where ∆E = E new − E old . We accept the new configuration only if w ≥ p i .
4.
At each step we calculate the energy and the magnetization of the system, M = i σ i .
After reaching equilibrium, the quantities of interest E , M and E 2 were calculated, with ... being the average over n repetitions of the Metropolis algorithm.
In particular, the heat capacity per spin is related to the quantities obtained from the simulation in the following way,
In Fig. 11 we show the results obtained for an initially aligned line of spins (with σ i = 1) with periodic boundary conditions, i.e. a ring of spins. Using our NEMS set of numbers, we were able to compute results up to N s = 100 spins, using 2000 steps and calculating the average values over n = 300 repetitions. Although better results can be obtained if we use larger lattices and, consequently, more steps and repetitions, our calculations are limited by the quantity of numbers in our sample. However, as we can see from Fig. 11 , the coincidence between our results and the exact ones expressed by Eq. (11) is remarkably good. Except for the low-temperature region where the system takes more time to reach equilibrium since, in the onedimensional Ising model, the phase transition would occur at T = 0. We obtained quite similar results with the RandomReal routine set of numbers.
We have also performed simulations in a twodimensional Ising model. We have considered several square lattice sites, with the side going from 2 up to 32. The larger sizes have poorer statistics due to our limited quantity of random numbers in the NEMS sample. Figure 12 shows the time evolution for the magnetization per spin, m = M/L 2 , in a 8 × 8 spin lattice with periodic boundary conditions for two temperature values, T < T c with m = 0 and T > T c with m = 0. The critical temperature T c for a square lattice without magnetic field was exactly determined by Onsager [49] as being 
From the values attained in the steady-state, we have also calculated the energy per spin and the magnetization per spin of the system. Since exact results for a square lattice are only available in the thermodynamic limit, L → ∞, and we were not able to obtain results from lattices large enough to perform a suitable extrapolation to such limit, Fig. 13 only compares our results with those calculated using the RandomReal numbers and as we can see they are quite similar.
V. OTHER SAMPLES
In this section, we will apply the previously discussed tests to other data samples obtained from the NEMS resonator. We considered two cases identified from now on as the resonator dynamics presents a chaotic regime. The samples are both composed by N = 24 × 10 6 numbers (as in the first set) distributed in the interval [0, 1]. We will highlight only the main results obtained from those samples. For most of the applied tests both samples have displayed satisfactory results, showing excellent characteristics for homogeneity and also low correlation, as we can see in Fig. 14, where the entropy and the auto-correlation function are shown. Furthermore, both samples correctly reproduce the results for the number of distinct sites visited in one-and two-dimensional random walks as well as the simulation of the Ising model.
However, there were tests where both samples S 1 and S 2 revealed a low performance: the calculation of the square distance traveled in the two-dimensional random walk and the test proposed by Vaittulanen [45] . Using the test proposed by Vaittulanen, we observed that only a fraction of our sample could fulfill the χ 2 condition. For the S 1 case, only the first 4 × 10 4 out of N = 24 × 10 6 numbers used to simulate a two-dimensional random walk with n = 100 steps and 120 walkers give at least two out of three runs where χ 2 < 7.815. For the S 2 case, this number is bigger, with 6 × 10 5 values respecting the test condition.
Back to Fig. 14, we realize that the auto-correlation function has its peak around k ∼ 10 7 , which suggests that the correlation between the first and the last numbers is still high. One possible way to circumvent that problem is the use of an algorithm to shuffle the numbers in each sample. This shuffle mechanism is a technique used to improve the randomness of a series of numbers and can be implemented in several ways. The one chosen in our analysis has the following recipe:
1. From our sample of numbers {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , ..., x N } we pick-up two of them, x i and x i+N/2 , being i an integer between 1 and N/2.
2.
We define an integer p = N 2 x i+N/2 .
3.
We switch the positions of the numbers x located at the positions i and p, i.e., x i → x ′ p and x p → x ′ i . 4. We repeat the above steps N/2 times
At the end, we have a new list {x
The above procedure was applied to samples S 1 and S 2 and their shuffled versions (S ′ 1 and S ′ 2 ) used to calculate the autocorrelation function and to perform the χ 2 -test. Figure 15 shows that the shuffle does not affect the sample S 1 , once the correlation between the first and the last numbers is still high when compared to its unshuffle result. However, the sample S ′ 2 responds better, diminishing that correlation and keeping the other ones close to zero. As a consequence, the χ 2 -test is well succeeded up to 2 × 10 6 numbers, while this number almost does not change for S ′ 1 . To conclude our discussion, we should comment that the samples S ′ 1 and S ′ 2 were also used to simulate a twodimensional random walk with n = 2000 steps and 1000 walkers. We can see from Fig. 16 that R 2 shows a bigger deviation from the expected result when the sample S ′ 1 is used, which is the same sample that still keeps a relatively high correlation between the first and the last numbers of the sequence. On the other hand, the R 2 results for the S ′ 2 set show a good coincidence with the expected ones, mainly due to the lower correlation between the number's sample. We think that other shuffling strategies can be used to increase the randomness of the samples, consequently improving the results for several cases of chaotic dynamics.
VI. FINAL DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
In this work we have shown that taking the beam position as the output signal of a nanoresonator, operating in a chaotic regime, could be used to generate a sequence of values that has properties to certify it as a good random sequence. Therefore, the resonator qualifies as a candidate for a HRNG. The importance of this theoretical result becomes more relevant in view of the recent experimental observation of chaos in a suspended beam MEMS resonator actuated by a single AC voltage [25] . The use of two-frequency actuation could, in principle, improve the device reliability as a source of randomness due to the robust chaos it presents.
The previous statement is based on the results obtained through a series of tests performed over the collection of values obtained from the positions of the resonator beam when it operates in the chaotic regime. Those tests covered statistical properties of the sample as well as numerical simulations in two well-known physical problems, the random walk and the Ising model.
Our main analysis was carried out using a sample generated when the resonator displays chaotic dynamics with a particular choice for the parameters V DC , V AC , and the frequency ζ. The set {X} used in Section IV has shown excellent results, passing in all tests performed. The only minor issue has appeared when trying to determine the mean squared displacement in the two-dimensional random walk. For n ∼ 10 4 , small discrepancies from the expected result can be observed, allowing us to speculate that some correlation is still present in the sample. However, despite this minor discrepancy, the system has passed all other tests.
On the other hand, the same thing cannot be said about other sets of values obtained for different points of the parameter space where the chaotic dynamic is present. In Section V we investigated other two samples with inferior results. Nevertheless, a possible solution for this problem could be the use of shuffle protocols to diminish the correlation among the values of each set. This hypothesis was confirmed for one of the analyzed samples, but not for the other one. Perhaps other types of shuffle procedures should have to be tested to improve those samples and obtain the same kind of quality observed for the first set of numbers used in Section IV.
In this work we have focused the investigation on more fundamental aspects of the NEMS resonator as a source of randomness. A continuous variable, directly related to the beam displacement, was considered as the random variable. In particular, double precision real numbers have been generated and analyzed, but lower precision numbers have also been investigated, leading to the same results. However, for many practical applications we only need to know if the system delivers a sequence of bits that satisfy some criteria. Several strategies to generate the bits sequence can be envisaged. For instance, the generation of multiple bits per sampled position, as would be the case if an analog to digital converter is used in an actual system, or single bits, that can be associated to the beam being at one or the other side of the mean position at the moment of the position sampling. As a sequel to this work we intend to investigate the performance of the binary sequence delivered by the NEMS resonators with robust chaos using tests like DieHard and DieHarder protocols [50] , and in applications for cryptography.
